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Reminder:	A03	

•  IceCube	(BSM)	science		
	+	Atmospheric	neutrino	modeling	in	0.1-106	GeV	

	+	Synergy	btw	MeV-GeV	(SK)	+	TeV-PeV(IceCube)	
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l Very	long	baseline	(in	matter)	
l Wide	energy	range	
l 2	flavors	in	origin	(	νµ	and	νe)	
l Cost	free…	

Good	tool	to	prove	
matter	oscillations,		
non-standard	ν	interaction	



 3-flavor	neutrino	oscillogram		
(Normal	Hierarchy	vs	Inverted	Hierachy)	

ROI:	0.1	–	20	GeV		 (Lee	Kai	Pik	,	PhD	thesis	2012)	



Precise	 ν	oscillation	in	future	large	ν	detectors	

(Hyper-K	TDR)	

Precise	modeling	needed		
for	0.1-10	GeV	region	
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Cosmic-ν, atm	conventional-ν/prompt-ν		
atmospheric	prompt	component	:		
decay	from	charmed	mesons	

Astrophys.J.	833	(2016)	no.1,	3	



Indirect	DM	searches	by	ν	

 θsun	
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IceCube 2011-2012 (IC86) 
Galactic Halo search  	SK I-IV  FC 

Solar WIMP search  	

Importance	of	precise	atmospheric	lepton		flux	modeling		
both	for	oscillation	and	astrophysics		



Uncertainty	in	atmospheric	ν	flux	modeling	
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~10%	difference	among	
•  different	inputs	
•  different	models	



Current	uncertainty	in	HONDA	flux	
M.Honda	PRD75	(2007)043006	

For	<0.1	GeV,	maybe	too	conservative,		
difficult	to	cope	with	correlation	with	other	errors	



Keys in atmospheric ν modeling	

•  Primary	CR	flux,	energy	spectra,	composition	
•  Solar	modulation,	geomagnetic	cut	off	
•  atmospheric	density	model	
•  CR	hadronic	interactions	(hadronic	cascade)	

– p-A	inelastic	cross	sections	
– secondary	particle	spectra/nuclear	effects	
– K/p	ratio,	forward	s-quark	productions	

We	want	revisit		these	above	in	the	Honda	mode	one	by	one	



Common	treatment	of		
systematics	in	hadron		

productions	(	a	la	T2K	)	?	

ν-flux	modeling	errors	

Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	77	(2017)	671 		

Accelerator	data	systematics	(NA61)	

T2K	flux	re-weighting	



Taking	over	legacy	of	HONDA	ν	flux	
•  Refurbish	old	FORTRAN	codes	to	be	embedded	in	C++		
•  Investigate	hadron	production	tables	in	the	light	of	
recent	new	CR	hadron	interaction	models	and	
measurements		
–  NA61,	HARP,	RHIC,	LHC...EPOS,	QGSJET,	SYBILL	

•  Re-estimate	systematic	errors	based	on	measurement	
errors	of	hadron	productions	and	cosmic	ray	
measurements		
–  Careful	treatment	of	experimental	systematic	errors	

•  Common	treatment	of	hadron	systematic	errors	with	
that	used	in	T2K	flux	model		
–  towards	combined	T2K-SK	oscillation	analysis	

•  Common	flame	work	for	Eν	=	0.01	–	106	GeV	
–  towards	combined	analysis	with	SK-IceCube	

Y.Itow	

H.Menjo	

K.Sato	



Look	into	the	HONDA	flux	codes	(ATMNC)	

•  Full	3D	inverse	ray-shooting	of	primary	CR	in	
geomagnetic	fields		

•  Track	all	final	states	in	each	hadron	cascade	tree	
•  Tabulated	"modified"	interaction	models	;	DPMJET	
(>31GeV)	and	JAM	(<31GeV)	

•  Secondary	"XF"-distribution	tuned	by	atm.	muon	
data	

See	Kazufumi	Sato-san's	poster	



Hadronic	interaction	models	in	Honda	codes			

See	Kazufumi	Sato-san's	poster	



Air	showers	vs	Atmospheric	ν		

π ± → µ± + ν
(−)

µ

π 0 → 2γ
EM	component	(>90%)	

Leptonic	component	

Atmospheric	charm	production	
	
					prompt	ν, µ 	

LHCf/RHICf	

LHCb(SMOG)/DsTau(?)	



CR	interactions	&	particle	productions	

	q	 	q	

Projectile		
						diffraction	

central	
(non-diffraction)	

Very	forward	

T.Pierog	

~1017eV	

~1014eV	

~102eV	

Gribov-Regge	based	
CR	interaction	models	
	
•  EPOS-LHC	
•  QGSJET-04	
•  DPMJET3	
•  SYBILL2.3c	
etc...	

verified	in	various	energies	



New	inputs	(accelerator	experiments)	

(G.Barr,	WANP	2019	adopted)		 (Itow,	ISVHECRI2014)		
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HARP	 NA61	
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Forward	particle	measurements	at	LHCf/RHICf	

1020	1017	1014	 eV	

13TeV	7	0.5	 0.9	

Knee	
GZK	

Ankle	2nd	Knee?	

2.2	

Cosmic rays ECR 

Colliders √s 0.2	

RHIC	pp	 LHC	pp	
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High	energy	atmospheric	component	

T.Gaisser, 
ISVHECRI2014	

RHIC	 LHC	SPS(fix)	



Forward	Ks	measurement	by	LHCf	/RHICf	?	

Ks	g	2	π0	g	4	γ	

V. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

A. π0 event reconstruction and selection

The standard reconstruction algorithms consist of four
steps: hit position reconstruction, energy reconstruction,
particle identification, and π0 event selection.

1. Position reconstruction

Hit position reconstruction starts with a search for
multihit and single-hit events. A multihit event is defined
to have more than one photon registered in a single
calorimeter. A single-hit event is defined to have a single
hit in each of the two calorimeters in a given detector, Arm1
or Arm2.
Therefore, multihit event candidates should have two or

more distinct peaks in the lateral-shower-impact distribu-
tion of a given calorimeter and are then identified using the
TSpectrum algorithm [42] implemented in ROOT [43].
TSpectrum provided the basic functionality for peak find-
ing in a spectrum with a continuous background and
statistical fluctuations.
The MC simulation estimated efficiencies for identifying

multihit events are larger than 70% and 90% for Arm1 and
Arm2, respectively [25]. Given the list of shower peak
position candidates that have been obtained above, the
lateral distributions are fit to a Lorenzian function [44] to
obtain more precise estimates of the shower peak positions,
heights, and widths. In the case of multihit events, two
peaks are fit using superimposed Lorenzian functions.
Multihit events with three or more peaks are rejected from
the analysis. Conversely, single-hit events, not having two
or more identifiable peaks in a single calorimeter but
having a single hit in each calorimeter are correctly selected
with an efficiency better than 98% for true single-photon
events with energy greater than 100 GeV for both Arm1
and Arm2.

2. Energy reconstruction

The photon energy is reconstructed using the measured
energy deposited in the LHCf calorimeters. The charge
information in each scintillation layer is first converted to a
deposited energy by using the calibration coefficients
obtained from the electron test beam data taken at the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) below 200 GeV [26]. The
sum of the energy deposited in the 2nd to 13th scintillation
layers is then converted to the primary photon energy using
an empirical function. The coefficients of the function are
determined from the response of the calorimeters to single
photons using MC simulations. Corrections for shower
leakage effects and the light-yield collection efficiency of
the scintillation layers are carried out during the energy
reconstruction process [20]. In the case of multihit events,
the reconstructed energy based on the measured energy
deposited is split into two energies, primary and secondary.
Fractions of the energy for the primary and secondary hits

are determined according to the peak height and width of
the corresponding distinct peaks in the lateral-shower-
impact distribution.

3. Particle identification

Particle identification (PID) is applied in order to
efficiently select pure electromagnetic showers and to
reduce hadron (predominantly neutron) contamination.
PID in the study of this paper depends only on the
parameter L90%. L90% is defined as the longitudinal dis-
tance, in units of radiation length (X0), measured from the
first tungsten layer of the calorimeter to the position where
the energy deposition integral reaches 90% of the total
shower energy deposition. Events with an electromagnetic
shower generally have a L90% value smaller than 20 X0,
while events with a hadronic shower generally have L90%

larger than 20 X0. The threshold L90% value as a function of
the photon energy is defined in order to keep the π0

selection efficiency at 90% over the entire energy range of
the individual photons. PID criteria are determined by MC
simulations for each calorimeter.

4. π0 event selection

The π0 are then identified by their decay into two
photons, leading to the distinct peak in the invariant mass
distribution around the π0 rest mass. The invariant mass of
the two photons is calculated using the reconstructed
photon energies and incident positions. The π0 events used
in the analysis of this paper are classified into two
categories: Type-I π0 and Type-II π0 events. AType-I event
is defined as having a single photon in each of the two
calorimeters of Arm1 or Arm2 (the left panel of Fig. 1). A
Type-II event is defined as having two photons in the same
calorimeter (the right panel of Fig. 1). Note that Type-II
events were not used in the previous analyses [18,19] and
thus are taken into account for the first time in this paper.
As detailed in Sec. V B, the phase spaces covered by Type-I
and Type-II events are complementary. In particular, the
inclusion of Type-II events extends the pT upper limit for
analysis from 0.6 GeV in the previous analyses to 1.0 GeV.

FIG. 1. Observation of π0 decay by a LHCf detector. Left:
Type-I π0 event having one photon entering each calorimeter.
Right: Type-II π0 event having two photons entering one
calorimeter, here entering the small calorimeter.

MEASUREMENTS OF LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 94, 032007 (2016)
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LHCf	13	TeV	pp	
108	collisions,	1.2	nb-1		
60	Ks	(	~10-5	eff.)	
=>	~103@20nb-1	(RUN3)	

RHICf	data	may	be	also	possible	



 Encounter	of	Neutrinos	and	Air-showers	

WANP2019	



Workshop	for	Atm-ν	productions		(2019	3/20-22)	

https://indico.cern.ch/event/781361	

Supported	by	this	Shin-gakujutsu	



Common	flux	modeling	in	0.1-	106	GeV	

A.Fednicth, ICRC2017	



Importance	of	cosmic	ray	measurements	
Ground	µ	by	BESS	(T.Sanuki	et	al,	PRD75	043005)		

New	portal	CR	µ	spectrometer	?		
at	balloon,	air-borne	at	high	Mt.	
(c.f.	atm.	γ	by	GRAIN)	  	

M.Honda		et	al	(PRD75	043006)	

Altitude	difference		?	



Summary	
•  Atm.	ν	is	an	important	source/	background	for	
neutrino	physics	with	gigantic	detectors	

•  Refurbish	of	the	Honda	flux	code	is	ongoing	to	
include	new	hadron	data	and	its	systematic	
errors	in	the	updated	way.	

•  Thanks	to	recent	hadron	interaction	modes/
data,	unified	atm.	ν	code	for	the	0.1-106	GeV	

•  	Dedicated	measurements	are	under	
consideration	(	atm-µ,	LHCf/RhICf	Kaon,	etc..)	



Giles	Barr	(WANP2019)	



Giles	Barr	(WANP2019)	



M.Honda	PRD75	(2007)043006	


